
ewgeco live energy display device
Ewgeco is a simple, intuitive and effective energy monitor for the 
home that helps users control their energy use and cut costs.

Ewgeco displays live energy consumption in your property using 
an easy to understand, engaging and intuitive ‘traffic light’ style 
display that rises and falls in real-time.

With increasing energy bills, householders are seeking ways  
to reduce costs and Ewgeco can make a real difference. 

In an independent study, Ewgeco has been proven to save users 
20% on gas and 7% on electricity bills. That is the equivalent of 
saving at least £245 per year on an average utility bill. 

Ewgeco helps users pinpoint power-hungry appliances, set 
personal targets and take control of energy costs and usage.

Ewgeco Live Energy Display Device for  
New Build Developments and Housing Associations

Worth 2 credits under the Code for Sustainable Homes

Now working with top 4 major UK house builders
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worth 2 credits
Ewgeco housing products are accredited under The Code for 
Sustainable Homes (The Code) which sets a national standard 
for the sustainable design and construction of new homes. 
Where the primary source of heating is electricity or gas, 
Ewgeco is worth 2 credits.

Under the ENE 3: Energy Display Devices section, Ewgeco 
has been approved by The Code with the aim to promote the 
specification of equipment to display energy consumption data, 
thus empowering dwelling occupants to reduce energy use.

why specify ewgeco 

Other Code approved products will also earn house builders  
2 credits but the difference with Ewgeco is that we can make  
a lasting impact for all parties involved. 

For instance items like bike sheds in inner-city developments 
may initially tick the boxes and seem like a quick fix but when 
building to Level 4, the costs for developers can exceed that  
of a Ewgeco system. What’s more not all residents may use  
or need a bike shed whereas energy costs affect everybody  
and a Ewgeco installation can benefit users forever.  

everybody gains with ewgeco
Where Ewgeco is specified everybody benefits:  

•  House builders gain: 2 credits awarded by The Code and 
provision of a sustainable product that will help their clients

•  Housing Associations gain: Enhance CSR initiatives and  
aid the fuel poor 

•  Householders gain: A lasting product that continuously  
helps users save money on energy bills  and reduce wastage.
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